If You Shake It,
They Will Come
F

orget about the partridge in a pear tree. On the
first day of Christmas, my true love (if he knew me
at all) would be giving me an extremely dirty Grey
Goose martini. Golden rings are lovely, but most of
us are more interested in golden-rimmed Champagne
coupes when the holiday party circuit rolls around.
The truth of the matter is, finely crafted spirits—
and the drinks we make with them—play a big role
in establishing one’s, well, holiday spirit. “Cocktails
are the vessel for the delivery of good times,” explains
David Bain, bar manager at Model Milk, a joint that
pours some of Calgary’s most au courant cocktails. Erin
Rosar, a sommelier at Willow Park Wines & Spirits,
agrees: “Everyone tries to really catch up with the
special people in their lives during the holidays, and
sharing a great cocktail or glass of wine allows the
opportunity for time to slow down a bit—for us to
really sit back and connect.”
Let’s be honest, though. If you are hosting a holiday cocktail party, it’s no longer enough to throw some
bottom-shelf rum into a cheapo glass of no-name ’nog.
(Come to think of it, that might make for a swingin’
good time when paired with an ugly-Christmas-sweater
theme.) Along with their growing awareness about where
exactly the things we ingest come from, people are getting pickier and fancier about libations.
And we’re not just talking about the bar where the
pros are slinging the drinks. Maybe it’s the lingering
Mad Men effect or perhaps it’s the current crop of young
professionals loving the finer things in life, but classic
cocktails are once again gracing home parties. Suddenly, everyone wants to know how to make them perfectly
and have the snazzy bar setup, liquor collection and
gadgetry to do so at the drop of a maraschino cherry.
Well, drinking enthusiasts, you are in luck. We’ve
rounded up seven liquor and entertaining experts to get
the low-down on just what is needed to host the ultimate holiday fete and stock a bar cart that will serve
you well year-round. So, bottoms up and happy holidays, party people. We’re willing to bet that after you’ve
made a few of the recipes that follow, there will be more
than nine ladies dancing at your soiree.

Cut-crystal decanters, potent bitters, sexy coupe
glasses—all served up on a swelligant mobile bar.
The pros share their party secrets with the growing
ranks of yupsters crafting at-home cocktails.
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Build the Ultimate Bar Cart
1

Pop a Wheelie: The home-bartending hobby will have your current liquor cabinet running over in no
time and you’ll need more room to work your mixologist-in-training magic. If you’re currently crafting liquid confections without a bar cart, do yourself a favour and acquire a vintage booze wagon
or a new four-wheeler. Plus, a mobile cart allows you to move your bar around to suit your party
needs. This emerging trend means that more mainstream furniture stores are stocking bar carts. Or
hunt for a vintage one on ebay.com.
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Stirred, Not Shaken: According to Neila MacIntyre, Ox & Angela’s lead bartender, an extra-large
mixing glass is an essential item for your cart when making classics like old-fashioneds and
manhattans. Whether you opt for an expensive mixing glass (which lends a cool vintage look to
your setup) or just a basic number from a restaurant supply store is up to you, but any mixologist
worth his or her bitters has one on hand.
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Feeling the Strain: A julep or hawthorne strainer is key to gracefully transferring the contents of
your mixing glass into the appropriate drinking glass. Fumbling with flying ice cubes is a dead
giveaway that you’re new at this.
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Long Story Short: With its extra-long, twisted handle, often topped with a muddler for mashing mint or a trident
for spearing olives, the bar spoon is a must for layering
liquor and scraping drinks out of the blender. According
to Darren Fabian, general manager of Candela Lounge,
“It’s the bartender’s Swiss Army knife.” High praise for a
spoon, but if you ever watch a mixologist at work, you’ll
notice that this tool is always at hand.
Let It Breathe: Available in all shapes and sizes, decanters aren’t only esthetically pleasing (especially if you opt
for the luxe cut-crystal variety), but they also do a lot of
the leg work when it comes to opening up the flavour of
certain wines and spirits. “For big, bold, warming holiday
wines, decanters help to aerate and ‘relax’ tannins,”
MacIntyre says. “They can also be used for other spirits
like cognac for the same reason.”
Mixing It Up: “If you’re spending money on really good
liquor, you really shouldn’t be blending it with dollarstore mix,” says Erik Mercier, assistant manager of
Vine Arts. Both Mercier and lifestyle blogger Kait Kucy
always have Porter’s tonic syrup on hand. Mixed with
fizzy water from Kucy’s favourite bartending tool, the
Soda Stream, this locally made mix makes a killer G&T.
The Soda Stream also comes in handy when creating
new cocktails. “My syrup collection is a little excessive,”
Kucy says, “but how else am I going to get that carbonated orange-cardamom flavour?”
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That’s the Spirit: You’re going to have to spend a bit of
coin to cover your base spirits: gin, vodka, rum, tequila,
brandy, cognac, scotch, rye and/or bourbon. “These are
your building blocks, so you want to invest a good portion
of your budget here while respecting your preferences in
terms of taste,” explains Jason Wankel, bar supervisor at
Charcut. Most mixologists add sweet and dry vermouth,
maraschino liqueur, Cointreau or Grand Marnier, Campari,
Chartreuse and Amaro to the fundamentals, but it’s really
about exploring. Tip: add something out of the ordinary
every time you pass through a duty-free shop.
Shake It Off: There are numerous cocktail shakers out
there, but Wankel prefers a weighted cobbler-style shaker.
“It’s much lighter and easier to handle than the Boston
style that requires capping it with a glass,” he says. Most
of the other experts agree, and no glass means no breakage. Some opt to pay a pretty penny for a cobbler shaker
(Fabian has never spent less than $75), but Wankel says
you can get good ones online for around $20.
The Jig Is Up: “I measure absolutely everything,” says
Bain. “These recipes have lasted the test of time because
they are balanced.” Much like the proper spoon, our
experts agree that a jigger is a must for getting the right
flavour profiles in your drinks. You may be tempted to
free-pour like Tom Cruise in Cocktail, but we aren’t just
making piña coladas here, people.

Gotta Dash: Bitters have always been important behind
the bar, but with the resurgence of at-home cocktail crafting, they are truly having a moment. The options and the
resulting drinks are limitless. “Pick a flavour and create an
entire drink around it,” Wankel suggests. A Sriracha bitters
sling, anyone? (See page 32 for a trip to bitters country.)
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Ice, Ice, Baby: Ice plays a role in almost every cocktail,
whether or not the drink is served on the rocks, and icecube moulds abound. “The larger and thicker the surface
area of a cube, the slower it melts and the less dilution it
causes,” MacIntyre explains. Fabian recommends using
silicone moulds that produce one- to three-inch square
cubes and bagging as much ice as your freezer can hold
ahead of social engagements (there’s nothing worse than
running out). Keep an insulated, lidded ice bucket at the
ready, and remember: ice is an ingredient, so use good,
filtered water.
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Your Main Squeeze: Fresh citrus makes all the difference
in the brightness of a cocktail, so a basket of lemons,
limes and oranges is always a good idea, says Fabian. In
the same vein, citrus oils are used to finish many classic
drinks (not to mention those proper twists that up your
garnish game) so a good citrus peeler is a must. Wankel
suggests investing in one that removes as little of the white
pith as possible; that’s the stuff that adds unwanted bitterness to your drink and throws off the balance.
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tiny (budget) bubbles
Big-ticket Champagne certainly has its time and place, but a cocktail party for 20 isn’t
it—unless Donald Trump is paying the tab. With the growing popularity of old-school
Champagne cocktails like the French 75 and bellini, or even the simple addition
of pomegranate seeds for a festive touch, it’s wiser to opt for a reasonably priced
reasonable facsimile in the form of a sparkling wine, cava or prosecco. Here are our
experts’ picks for bubbles that impress without blowing your budget.
Domaine Zinck Cremant d'Alsace Brut
This impressively structured sparkling wine from the Alsace region of France is ripe
with crisp aromas of fresh peaches and apples with subtle (and unexpected) hints of
raspberry. It’s the perfect pairing for hors d’oeuvres, but Candela’s Darren Fabian says
this label also makes a “dynamite” rosé cremant.
Segura Viudas Brut Reserva
Made in the traditional artisan méthode champenoise, this medium-bodied Spanish
bubbly presents soft apple, pear, citrus and almond notes all wrapped together with a
soft creamy mouth feel. It’s also the bottle that Erin Rosar of Willow Park Wine & Spirits
always keeps on hand. “It’s perfect to sip on its own, or to create sparkling wine cocktails for your guests.”
Pares Balta Brut de Pacs
This biodynamic and organic sparkler is the pick from the boys behind Vine Arts.
“Cava goes through the same fermentation process as Champagne, so the bubble
quality is just as good,” assistant manager Erik Mercier explains. This Spanish wine
is his personal go-to, and he describes it as super-bright with a toasty apple quality.
Don’t be surprised if you also detect white pepper and a peachy note on
the finish.
Antech Blanquette De Limoux Réserve Brut
Charcut’s bar supervisor’s go-to sparkling wine actually
comes from a wine region predating Champagne.
It’s believed to be the very first effervescent
vino to come out of France and, according to Jason Wankel, sometimes you just
can’t improve upon the original.
Jaume Serra Cristalino Brut Rosé Cava
Sixty-percent pinot noir, 40-percent
trepat, this wallet-friendly Cava presents with raspberry and cherry on
the nose and follows through with
clean, ripe strawberries. “All bubbly
is pretty great, but pink bubbly is
pretty and great,” says hostess
with the mostest Kait Kucy, who
likes to sip hers from vintage
gold-rimmed Champagne
coupes.

life(hack) of the party

At the
Heart
is Glass

For those unfamiliar with the term, a life hack is a nifty little strategy designed to
help us manage our time in a more efficient way. They’re those brilliant ideas that
have you slapping your head and crying, “Why didn’t I think of that!?” Here are some
clever hacks that will make your hosting duties so breezy you may even be able to
sample a few of your own cocktails.

Here are five essential glassware styles
to keep on your cart, according to
Model Milk’s David Bain.

Iced wine: No matter how classy the
crowd, there’s always one Chardonnay
lover who wants his vino with rocks.
Freeze a bunch of green grapes ahead of
party time; it’ll keep his wine cool without
watering it down.

Old Fashioned (a.k.a. Rocks)
This short tumbler style,
which earned its name as the
vessel for, you guessed it,
the old-fashioned cocktail, is
Bain’s No. 1 pick because of
its utilitarian nature. Available
in single and double sizes, this
indispensable glass typically has
a thick base, so non-liquid ingredients can be muddled in it, and a wide rim
to let all those whiskey flavours sing.

Waste not, want not: When the party’s
over and you’re left with various halfempty bottles of white, just pour the wine
into standard ice-cube trays and freeze
for those same Chardonnay-loving pals
next time. Just make sure to label your
cubes accordingly; a Pinot Gris rock won’t
complement a glass of Moscato.
Tub time: Not enough room in the fridge?
The bathtub is actually the perfect party
cooler. Just fill with ice, bury your backup
bar, pull the curtain and no one will be the
wiser. Or, if it’s a more casual crowd, leave
it open—people will Instagram the crap
out of that! No tub? The washing machine
also works in a pinch.

Coupe Whether it’s a martini style or
the current glassware comeback kid,
the Champagne coupe, every bar
needs a broad-bowled stemmed
glass to serve up manhattans,
vieux carrés and James Bondworthy martinis.
Wine Likely the most popular
style out there, a host with the
most has both red (a wider,
more open bowl to let the
vino breathe) and white
(smaller mouth to limit
oxidation) styles on hand—
and lots of them. “A good
quality wine glass actually
makes great wine taste even
better,” Bain says. So wine
lovers will want to invest in leadcrystal varieties. Sadly, even the finest
glass won’t do anything for a bad
bottle.
Collins Typically built to hold 10 to
14 fluid ounces—especially of the
Tom Collins cocktail variety—this
is the mixed-drink vessel of choice.
Just try mixing a mojito without one.
Flute The tall narrow bowl of the
traditional Champagne flute is
designed to retain the beverage’s
signature carbonation by limiting surface area. “One should
always have a flute or 60 on
hand,” Bain half-jokes. “You
never know when a party will
break out in bubbles and you
don’t want to be left holding the
bottle.”
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Un-mockable Mocktails
A

s much as holiday spirit is packed into spirits, it’s important to offer up an option or two on the nonalcoholic front. Soda with a citrus twist? Come on. Our designated drivers, pregnant friends and those
who don’t drink deserve better than that. At the very least, we can follow MacIntyre’s lead on a pretty (and
simple) blush-hued sipper. Start with a Champagne flute, add a sugar cube soaked in plum or rhubarb bitters,
toss in a few of those aforementioned pomegranate seeds and top with your effervescent non-boozy beverage
of choice.
Fabian likes to make a batch of non-alcoholic cider before he throws a fete. Much like a good punch, guests
can add a nip of something should they choose, and those abstaining won’t feel left out. Everyone’s drink looks
the same.
For Fabian’s signature spiced-cranberry cider, bring 2 litres cranberry juice to a boil with one sliced lemon,
1 cup sugar and 4 or 5 cinnamon sticks in the pot. Warm or cold, it’s a crowd pleaser.
And for the truly ambitious, you can craft a mean mocktail to order like Bain does for his guests. “In a shaker
combine your sweet (3/4 oz simple syrup), sour (1 oz lemon juice), flavour (1 oz apple juice or purée), and substitute unsweetened ice tea (2 oz) for your spirit component,” he explains. “Add a dash of cardamom or angostura bitters, shake and strain into a fancy glass.” Just like the real deal, minus the hangover. These non-drinkers
might be onto something….
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Pom wonderful idea: Do yourself a favour:
buy pomegranate seeds that have already
been liberated from the tenacious fruit.
Iceberg ho!: Keep your punch punchy
by adding a solid ice block rather than a
heap of fast-melting cubes. The larger the
surface area the slower the melt, so fill
a container (cake pan, ice cream bucket)
with water, freeze and float a solid ’berg in
your punch bowl.
Math made easy: Everyone knows the
No. 1 party rule: stock enough booze. As
this can be a tricky calculation, here’s the
life-hacker’s rough mathematical formula:
For a three-hour party, factor in three
bottles of wine for every four people and
four cocktails (or glasses of punch) per
guest. It may sound like a lot, but if we’re
being real, more is more during holiday
party season. How else do you expect
to get your boss to serenade you with
“Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree?”

There’s a draft in here
No matter how good your cocktails are, there will always be a few brew-loving guests who won’t
branch out beyond one Negroni. ’Tis the season to treat them to the comforts and joys of a
locally crafted seasonal ale.

The Not-So-Secret
Ingredient

Wild Rose Brewery A perennial city favourite,
the release of Wild Rose’s Cherry Porter is
highly anticipated every November—and it always sells out, fast. If you can get your hands
on the one-litre jugs, your guests are in for the
beer equivalent of a delicious slice of Black
Forest cake. A natural served with desserts
like cheesecake and chocolate mousse, this
porter pairs equally well with hearty meats like
bison or short ribs. If you can’t find any at the
local liquor store, get yourself to Wildrose’s
Taproom for a pint and vow to be quicker on
the hop next fall.

T

hey were originally concocted as medicinal elixirs to promote
appetite or aid in digestion way back in ancient Egypt, but
bitters (botanically infused alcohol) are currently the hippest thing
on the mixology block. These days, if you name the flavour, there’s
likely a company that makes a bitters ode to it. If there isn’t, you’d
better start marketing that stuff, stat!
In a nutshell, bartenders view bitters as a kind of spice cabinet, one
that enables them to add subtle nuances or balance to a beverage
with a few shakes of the wrist. While home-tenders are able to craft
their own, Alberta’s current liquor laws stipulate that commercial
bartenders cannot (though the mixology community is doing what it
can to change this as house-made bitters are a big deal on the international bar scene). Luckily, the extensive collections of high-quality
bitters found at stores like Cookbook Company Cooks, Silk Road
Spice Market and Vine Arts Wine and Spirits don’t leave them wanting
for much.
We caught up with Vine Art’s Erik Mercier to get his suggestions for
the five bottles of bitters a home-tender needs to start with. After that,
the bitters world is your oyster—in fact, someone probably makes that
flavour already.

Big Rock Brewery The guys at this Calgary
brewing biggie have a good sense of humour as well as a good sense of taste. Their
winter release, the Lumberjack Pack, boasts

Angostura Angostura is so widely known that you can pick it up
at your neighbourhood grocery store. You’ve got to start with the
fundamentals, and this bitters is as basic as they come. With its
slightly sweet and spicy characteristics, Angostura is an ideal
complement to bourbon.

a number of festive brews, ranging from
the piney, spruce-infused Spruce Goose
to the Hibernation Ale and the Twisted
Antler, a strong dark ale with notes of
caramel, chocolate, coffee, raisin and
licorice.
Village Brewery As the relatively new
kid on the block, Village Brewery has
done an impressive job of offering local
beer enthusiasts both steadfast favourites and creative seasonal releases. Its
Chai Winter Porter is big and bold (6.2
percent), with a heavy body, a strong
caramel-and-chocolate backbone and a
spicy tea finish courtesy of a custom blend
created with Silk Road Spice Market. A chailatte lover’s dream come true.

shake up your repertoire
1

Orange Here’s where things get a little trickier. The spectrum of
orange bitters runs the gamut from bright and juicy all the way
to burnt orange, so a lot of bars keep a few on hand. Happily, this
flavour plays well with others, so you’ll move through them quickly
and can try another brand if you don’t love your first pick.

Chartreuse Hot Chocolate
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Created by David Bain, Model Milk. Due to its
labour-intensive nature, this bevvy is not offered
on the restaurant’s cocktail list. Bain promises it’s
worth the home-tender’s effort and guaranteed to
win raves from your guests.

Lavender The perfect note for gin cocktails, this floral is amazingly
versatile. Mercier’s secret indulgence: cream whipped with lavender bitters and served over berries with a drizzle of elderflower
liquor. There’s nothing like it, he says.
The Bitter Truth: Jerry Thomas’ Own Decanter Bitters
As the name suggests, these bitters were based on a recipe by
“Professor” Jerry Thomas, who was regarded as one of the most
noteworthy bartenders of the 19th century. Thomas left this world
in 1885 after plying his trade across the U.S., but his citrus- and
dried-fruit-infused bitters live on as a staple of any solid collection.
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Created by Neila MacIntyre, Ox & Angela.

1½ oz

Flor de Cana 7 year rum

1½ oz

Forty Creek Whiskey

½ oz

Amaro liqueur

½ oz

Cointreau

simple syrup

½ oz

The King's Ginger liqueur

Chartreuse liqueur

cherry bitters

1

sugar cube

5 oz

homemade hot chocolate (recipe follows,
or substitute a high-quality cocoa mix
made with 3.5% milk)

lime wedges
Drop sugar cube into an old-fashioned glass, add all
alcohol, muddle the sugar cube until fully dissolved.
Add ice, stir for approximately 30 seconds (enough
time to allow the water to influence the alcohol and
meld with the sugar). Garnish with candied ginger or
orange twist.

preserved crabapple

vanilla simple syrup (recipe follows)

Muddle one preserved crabapple with ½ oz simple
syrup, 3 to 4 drops cherry bitters and 2 lime wedges.
Add spirits and shake over ice. Double strain into
rocks glass with ice. Garnish with flamed orange peel.

For the hot chocolate: First, make a ganache by
combining 2 oz semi-sweet chocolate with 1 oz
heavy cream in a double boiler and stir until
smooth. Add a dash of salt and 4 oz 3.5% milk.
(Adjust quantities to suit your party size.)

Serves 1. S

Serves 1.

For the vanilla simple syrup: Split 1 vanilla bean,
add to 1 litre water and bring to a boil. Remove
bean, add 2 litres berry sugar and simmer until all of
the sugar is dissolved. Store and use as needed.
Combine Chartreuse, chocolate mixture and vanilla
simple syrup in a pitcher. Steam, using an espressomachine steaming wand, to bring to desired temperature. Pour into a mug and sprinkle with cocoa
powder or your preferred warming spice.
Serves 1.
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Ginger Creek

Created by Darren Fabian, Candela Lounge.

1½ oz

Dash

Celery “It’s a really fun, vibrant, herbaceous flavour profile,” Mercier says. “It can be a little tricky to use—definitely on the savoury
side of things—but very uplifting in a lot of drinks.” I don’t know
about you, but the thought of it has me craving a caesar.

Crabapple Rum Manhattan
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